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Overview
Most businesses understand the importance of digitizing
documentation to improve efficiency and reduce costs. Combine
that with the increasing need to share information across
computers and mobile devices and it shows how businesses
require a proven method to scan and store documents in a safe
and effective manner.

When documents are stored in a digital format, your business can: 

- Go paperless and reduce paper and copying expenses  
- Access documents or records quickly and efficiently  
- Easily email, fax or print documents to any computer or device  
- Enhance collaboration and productivity between teams and
departments 

Scanning and storing information electronically can also provide
your business with an additional level of protection from fire or
environmental damage.  Using a trusted, offsite document
scanning and storage facility can help you manage the electronic
transfer of your documents in a secure manner.
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It costs
$25,000 to
fill a four
drawer file
cabinet
holding 15-
20,000 files
and $2000
a year to
maintain it.1



When your company’s information is stored digitally, it
significantly reduces the potential for documents to be
accessed by unauthorized personnel.  It also reduces the
potential for physical theft, damage, or confidentiality breaches.

Even though the threat of electronic theft has increased in
recent years, using a reputable document storage facility can
help ensure the safety of your data.  By incorporating the latest,
state-of-the-art technology, they can enact security measures
that are more effective than most businesses can manage in-
house.

With documents being stored electronically, you also eliminate
the possibility of information being lost or misplaced. Being able
to safely retrieve documents electronically can prevent
reduced productivity by avoiding hours of time spent searching
for a specific document that can easily be found with a few
simple clicks.
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HOW DOCUMENT SCANNING AND
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Using a
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document
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scanning 
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help ensure
the safety of

your data.



3 MAJOR COMPONENTS OF HOW DOCUMENT 
SCANNING CAN BENEFIT YOUR BUSINESS

When determining if document storage and scanning is right for your business, it’s
important to have a full understanding of the different types of services offered by
most storage facilities.

Document scanning and storage can provide numerous benefits to businesses wanting
a more comprehensive solution to scan and store important information.  Here we will
cover 3 major services commonly available to those seeking document scanning
services and how they can significantly impact your business. 

Scan
on

Demand

Workflow
Scanning

Convenient
and Timely 

Data Retrieval
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Scan on Demand Services 

Scanning business documents into a digital format can be a time consuming and
overall daunting task.  Not only do you have to allocate manpower to perform the
task but it also must be done in an organized and careful way to ensure efficiency.

By having an offsite resource scan documents on demand, your business has the
ability to:

- Quickly access pertinent information on any computer or mobile device
- Reduce document retrieval time and enhance productivity
- Have a paperless office and reduce your carbon footprint
- Put documents directly in reach of departments and teams for streamlined
collaboration

If you’re looking to digitize all of your documents, that may require more resources
than you have available.  A better solution may be to scan documents on a smaller
scale depending on your needs.  By being able to scan on demand, you can prioritize
the documents you convert electronically and use a more cost-friendly, pay-as-you-
go approach.
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Workflow Scanning 

The workflow scanning process gives your business the opportunity to automate
processes efficiently and securely.

Information can be extracted from records, such as invoices, financial documents,
customer intake forms, purchase orders, and receipts through the scanning process.
This allows a designated employee or team member to automate and distribute
information according to your company’s specific needs.

Other team members or departments within your organization can then view that
information online and distribute or process the information accordingly.  Your
business can enhance productivity and reduce time spent on performing these types
of tasks manually.
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7.5% of all paper
documents are lost

3% of documents
are misfiled.
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Scanning Projects 

If your business relies heavily on paper documents or it has
been in business for a considerable amount of time, you
most likely have a large quantity of physical data that
needs to be converted into a digital format. 

When you have a large amount of documents to scan,
your best bet is to use a facility that specializes in scanning
a high volume of data.  They will have the ability to scan
your information at a high speed and without the need for
you to devote an extensive amount of time or human
resources to accomplish the task.
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Paper records
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years.3



THE COST SAVINGS AND SECURITY OF
DOCUMENT SCANNING 

The typical U.S. worker will use more than 10,000 sheets of
paper per year, which is the equivalent of two cases of paper.
With the average price of a case of paper being about $40, that’s
a business expense that can quickly add up and significantly
impact your bottom line.  In addition to that fact, for every 30
copies printed in an office setting, 39% are thrown away.

The typical
U.S. worker
will use more
than 10,000
sheets of
paper per
year.

Given the enhanced technology and sophisticated equipment
available for use within the document scanning industry, it is now
much easier and cost effective for businesses to transform their
physical documents into a digitized format.  Having your pertinent
business information scanned and stored by an offsite facility can
also provide your business with a higher level of security and
prevention of loss due to theft or physical damage.

Document scanning can also help your business turn stacks of
document-filled boxes into an electronic format so you are able to
free up valuable space that can be used for more productive
business operations.  Confidential information is also safe and
protected from unauthorized access and can be easily accessed for
audits or other pertinent matters. 7
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For every 30 copies
printed in an office
setting, 39% are
thrown away.

CI Information Management specializes in providing
document storing and scanning services to
business looking to transform their information into
a digital format. Their clients can request quick scan
on demand services with a simple phone call, fax or
email request.

In addition to these services, CI Information
Management also scans and stores large
volumes of data for their clients.  They have 
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CI Information Management also offers workflow
scanning to assist with streamlining processes
and improving the flow of information within an
organization. This service creates shareable
information that can help teams and departments
utilize common information all in one place.

quality, high-speed scanners at their disposal so even the  largest scanning projects
can be handled quickly and efficiently.
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While scanning documents can seem like an
intimidating process, CI Information Management
can help you determine what scanning and
imaging services can most effectively benefit your
business.  They can pick up documents at your
location and scan them at their facility or scan the
documents they already have in their possession as
part of their Records Storage services. 
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Those clients utilizing their Records Storage services can easily have
CI Information Management scan any of their documents located at
their storage facility.  Clients can also start with their full document
scanning services and seamlessly transition to records storage with
scan on demand options.

CI Information Management provides its clients with quick and secure document
scanning and storage services.  They utilize the same level of confidentiality and
security with their scanning services as they do with their records storage, shredding
and document destruction services.  They also take pride in contributing to their
community by providing individuals who face disabilities with the ability to use
facilities and programs to help them join the workforce. 



About CI Information Management
CI Information Management, a document scanning and storage company, and CI
Shred, a records storage and destruction company, are both owned by Columbia
Industries.  Proceeds from CI Information Management’s operations benefit the
Columbia Industries mission, a 501 (c) (3) not-for-profit organization that focuses on
helping people facing disabilities or other barriers to employment achieve their
highest possible workforce potential.  The recently opened, CI Community Center,
offers a safe, creative and supervised place for people with disabilities to find social
connection, life enrichment, and community integration.

Additional information about CI Information Management can be found at:
http://ci-infomanagement.com/ or by contacting us at 509.586.6090.
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